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years of the Republic's history had in one sense been a long
constitutional crisis. That crisis was now over, and the chancellor's
brave words were unnecessary because the government's formation
and character by themselves made them unnecessary. Constitu-
tional consolidation had been accomplished. It could be left to
take care of itself, if to it there followed political and social
consolidation. The method of political consolidation, the restora-
tion of reality to politics, has already been dealt with. There
were other methods, but the method did not matter so much
as the fact of application in an effort at integration. The dis-
integration which was visible in Germany was not merely that
disintegration which is the inevitable result of the total failure
of a tremendous national effort; it was also that more deadly
disintegration which is the inevitable result of the failure to
follow up national disaster with new effort. Disintegration and
transition are as a rule terms for different aspects of the same
thing; they become really different only when leadership abdicates
and the end of transition appears to be collapse. Politically, what
had divided Germany was difference of view, not as to the fact
of transition, but as to its outcome. The Nationalist, if a true
reactionary, regarded transition as a circular route to the point
from which one had started, and saw reintegration in the return
to the pre-war system; the extremist, if a true revolutionary,
regarded transition as a linear progress to something totally
new, and believed that reintegration and the attainment of his
political ideal were synonymous. What the democrat, being
neither reactionary nor revolutionary, thought, one cannot tell;
what he seemed to believe was that transition was simply a
dervish's dance round the Weimar constitution until—the secret
of perpetual motion being yet unfound—one just stopped. Yet,
unless the democrat could find a way of reintegration as logical
as his rivals, democracy was doomed.
The republican found justification for his defensive negation
in the character of the Nationalist acceptance. In the debate on
the ministerial declaration, Westarp, not merely one of the most
important but also one of the most honest of the Nationalist
leaders, had said;

